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FOTILE
ANNIVERSARY MILE
Fotile celebrates 10 years of high-end kitchen appliances.
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itchen experts, Fotile Malaysia, are celebrating their 10 year
anniversary this year. Specialising in kitchen appliances that
are environmentally friendly, Fotile is dedicated to provide
clean and healthy surroundings in the home.
Fotile’s impressive headquarters is located in Ningbo China.
Established in year 1996, to date Fotile has become the No.1
high end kitchen appliances brand in China. Spreading their high
quality products, Fotile has successfully entered into more than 40
countries around the world including Malaysia.
Fotile Style is officially launched in year 2012. It is a Grand Kitchen
Pavilion of 3,000sqm located at Taojiang Road, Shanghai. Fotile
Style commands a three-storey high concept; the first floor being
products showcase, displaying Fotile’s range of kitchenware
product and culture; the second floor featuring the future kitchen
in 2050, where you get to experience automatic cooking from
preparation to completion at a press of a button; and the third floor
is a place for pampering visitors with a salon and a VIP private club.
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To date, Fotile has
obtained more
than 300 patents, proving their innovation and strong belief in the
development of high technological appliances with a research
and development policy of “unique, high end and leading”. Fotile
received accredited and international awards such as prestigious
Red Dot Awards and iF Design Award, Germany. One of the latest
and highly advanced appliances from Fotile is the new CHS9006W
hood, which the main highlight is the 3D ionized Air Curtain
technology. This elegant design hood suits your modern kitchen.
With appliances that are environmentally conscious, safe and
convenient to use, it is no surprise that Fotile has enjoyed their
extensive 10-year success in the kitchen appliance industry. Moving
in leaps and bounds, we look forward to yet another flourishing 10
years to come. ❖
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